THIS BATHROOM IS FOR EVERYONE

There are real impacts when public bathrooms are labeled for women or men only...

“I can’t even tell you how many times I’ve been asked if I was in the wrong bathroom! I just need somewhere I can go!” — EJ

• Trans & Gender Non-Conforming people often face discrimination, harassment, arrest or violence in bathrooms!

• Everyone should get to do their makeup, change clothes, change their babies & use the bathroom in peace.

• Everyone who needs help should be able to use the facilities with their family members, attendants & friends.

“It is hurtful and scary when I am stared at, questioned, asked to leave a bathroom, or told that I am in the wrong place—especially when I just need to GO!” — Anonymous MCC Congregant

We know that sharing a bathroom could feel new and different —
It’s important that we work to create safer spaces whenever and wherever we can.
Thanks for helping make this space safe for everyone!
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